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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

An enclosure having a ?rst valved inlet with an in?at 
able balloon which substantially ?lls the enclosure when 
in?ated attached thereto on the inside of the enclosure, 
and a second valved inlet. The atmosphere in the enclo 
sure may be changed by in?ating the balloon while expel 
ling the actual atmosphere through the second inlet and 
admitting a new atmosphere through the ?rst inlet. 

_-———— 

The invention relates to an apparatus and method for 
replacing the gaseous atmosphere in an enclosure, such 
as gloveboxes, hot cells and similar equipment, by a pure 
or exactly controlled atmosphere. 

This replacement, for example, for ?lling a glovebox 
with inert gas, is at present generally carried out by 
cleansing with the gas in question, when the air that was 
originally present is gradually expelled by the cleansing 
gas. But as gas diffusion and turbulent ?ow prevent the 
quantitative expulsion of the air in this case, large quan 
tities of cleansing gas are always consumed, and this may 
be very expensive, for example, in the case of highly 
puri?ed inert gases. 

It is also doubtful whether the desird degree of purity 
is obtained at all, for example, because of rediffusion. 
The method used in the art whereby gas is drawn oif 

from a glovebox by means of a pump only permits re 
duced pressures and pressures in excess of a few mm. Hg 
in the case of gloveboxes, and the repeated pumping-out 
to a low reduced pressure followed by the admission of 
the pure gas to a low excess pressure is very time-consum 
ing. In one case, for example, it took three weeks and 
the consumption of several cylinders of high-purity argon 
to obtain an anhydrous argon atmosphere in a glovebox. 
The desired atmosphere can easily be produced in steel 

gloveboxes by pumping out to a high vacuum and then 
?lling with the puri?ed gas. But these steel boxes are 
expensive, and the vacuum pump required must also be 
taken into account. _ _ 

A simple, inexpensive and rapid method of simplifying 
the replacement of gaseous atmospheres, particularly in 
gloveboxes, has not yet been possible. _ 
The problem is encountered in chemical laboratories, 

at both high and low temperatures, for scienti?c and in 
dustrial operations in general which must be carried out 
in an exactly de?ned gaseous atmosphere. 
The main feature of the invention is as follows: to 

separate the gas to be expelled in the enclosure from the 
puri?ed gas with which it is to be ?lled, a rubber or 
plastics balloon is mounted on a gas inlet nozzle in the 
enclosure, this balloon being dimensioned so that when 
in?ated it expels substantially all the gaseous atmosphere 
in the enclosure through an outlet provided for the 
purpose. 
The enclosure is then ?lled with the desired gas, for 

example, through the valve through which the gaseous 
atmosphere was previously expelled. 
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FIGURE 1 shows, by way of example, a speci?c em 
bodiment of a glovebox according to the invention. 
When the glovebox 1, on which a pressure lock 2 is 

disposed, is to be ?lled with a high-purity gaseous atmos 
phere, any desired gas (air, CO2 or nitrogen) is ?rst 
pumped through the gas-inlet valve 3 into a balloon 4 
made of suitable, readily expandable and gas-tight mate 
rial, which is mounted gas-tightly on a nozzle 6 in the 
glovebox 1, for example, by means of a clamping ring 5. 
Gas is blown through the gas-inlet valve 3 into the bal 
loon 4, so that the latter is in?ated and expels thegaseous 
atmosphere originally in the glovebox 1 through the open 
valve 7. When the balloon 4 is well in?ated, it occupies 
substantially the whole of the volume of the glovebox 1, 
so that over 99% of the gaseous atmosphere of the glove 
box 1 is expelled through the valve 7. The desired high 
purity gas is then admitted into the glovebox 1 through 
the valve 7, and the balloon 4 is evacuated through the 
valve 3. The atmosphere in the balloon 4 is thereby ex 
pelled from the glovebox 1 through the valve 3. Both 
when the balloon is being ?lled and also when the desired 
gas is being admitted, a slight excess pressure permissible 
for the glovebox type in question may be used to reduce 
the remaining volume as far as possible. 
A similar procedure may be followed to ?ll the lock 

2 with pure atmosphere. The balloon 9, which is disposed 
there attached to the valve 8, is ?lled until it has substan 
tially expelled the gas originally in the lock through the 
valve 10, and the desired high-purity gas is then admitted 
through the valve 10 into the lock 2, the balloon 9 being 
compressed again and the gas it contains being forced out 
through the valve 8. FIGURE 1 also shows a possible 
alternative; the three-way valve 11 enables either the lock 
2 or the glovebox 1 to be used for the admission of the 
desired pure gas. This simpli?es the operation. Of course, 
the three way valve 11 may also be used in cooperation 
with pressure comparison equipment to compare the pres 
sures in the lock and in the enclosure. 

After the operation has been repeated two or three 
times, the purity of the atmosphere in the glovebox 
closely corresponds to that of the pure gas that has been 
admitted. 
The ?lling process may easily be carried out completely 

automatically, if a valve is used that switches off auto 
matically if the pressure rises suddenly in the balloon, 
when the glovebox is completely full. 
The introduction and removal of equipment or material 

by means of the lock can therefore be greatly simpli?ed; 
for the gaseous atmosphere of the lock can be replaced 
rapidly, conveniently and cleanly and independently of 
the atmosphere in the glovebox itself. 
The invention is not restricted, however, to the embodi 

ments described and indicated. 
Thus, for example, the nozzle carrying the balloon 

may be in a recess in the wall of the glovebox or lock, 
the recess may be large enough to receive the balloon 
when empty, and can also be sealed gas-tightly with re 
spect to the interior of the glovebox, for example, by a 
lid. This may be advantageous, for example, when sub 
stances that are liable to attack the balloon material are 
used. 

According to another useful and technologically advan 
tageous embodiment of the invention, the two nozzles 
for the admission and discharge of gas, and the desired 
measuring equipment and gas cylinders are assembled to 
form a transportable unit, which can easily be transferred 
when required from one glovebox to another. This may 
be done, for example, by means of locks or couplings 
specially provided for the purpose. The unit can then be 
taken off the glovebox after gas exchange has taken place 
and the specially provided lock has been closed from 
within. 
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It is advantageous to connect the unit to the lock pro 
vided for the connection in a readily detachable gas 
tight manner. This can easily be done by known prior 
art means. 
The apparatus and the method according to the inven 

tion results in a considerable saving of time and expensive 
protective gases, such as pure helium and argon, while the 
cost of the apparatus is low. 
We claim: 
1. An enclosure such as a glovebox, hot cell and like 

equipment having a ?rst valved inlet, an in?atable balloon 
attached to said inlet on the inside of said enclosure, said 
balloon in an in?ated condition substantially ?lling said 
enclosure, and a second valved inlet in said enclosure by 
which a gaseous atmosphere is selectively introduced and 
expelled in conjunction with in?ation and de?ation of 
said balloon, a pressure lock attached to said enclosure 
and providing access thereto, duct means interconnecting 
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said enclosure and said pressure lock, and pressure com 
parison means, including a three way valve means, lo 
cated in said ‘duct, ?rst and second valved inlet means in 
said pressure lock and a second balloon located in said 
pressure lock attached to said ?rst valved inlet and substan 
tially ?lling said pressure lock when in?ated. 
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